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EDITOR’S NOTE

t’s always heartening to see retailers come up with new
concepts and grocery formats. Their new ideas help push
the needle on making retailing more creative, fulfilling and
socially responsible. We feature one such enterprising retailer
in this issue of the magazine (pages 24-27) who has created a
completely “zero waste” and green business at his store near
Ernakulum in Kerala.
It is one of those gratifying instances where the store and its owner have
put into everyday practice the tenet of “be the change you want to see in
the world”. The shop does not promote plastic at all and shoppers are
encouraged to buy products in paper bags and glass bottles. By selling all
everyday items in ‘loose packaging’ and daily essentials like sugar, pulses,
rice and even sweets in paper packages, this retailer and his store has set an
inspiring example in promoting green earth and reducing single-use plastic.
Our lead story on “Food Brands for New-Age India” (Pages 30-36) looks
at how today’s young consumers are increasingly embracing brands that
embody the virtues of being clean, healthy, ethical, sustainable and why it
is becoming important for retailers and food brands to further deepen their
existing engagement and commitment to these ideals and standards.
As we close in on the New Year, retailers and CPG companies that
focus on ways that advance the goals and values held dearly by the young
generations will find greater opportunities to gain both their mindshare and
wallet share.
Hope our readers will enjoy this year-end issue and those to come in 2022.
A Happy New Year to all our readers!
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RETAIL

The
Future
of Retailing
THE YEAR 2022 WILL WITNESS
THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
UNDERGO CUSTOMER-CENTRIC
TRANSFORMATIONS AND NEW
PARTNERSHIPS AS RETAILERS POSITION
THEIR BUSINESS MODELS, STORES,
AND OPERATIONS TO PROSPER IN THE
POST-PANDEMIC MARKETPLACE.
By Sunil Munshi

T

he seemingly unhindered rise of
e-commerce, advanced customer
analytics, personalization, and hyperlocal
delivery are some of the elements that
will shape the retail industry in 2022 and
beyond. It will be a year of customercentric transformations and new
partnerships as retailers position their
business models, stores, and operations to prosper
in the post-pandemic marketplace.
One of the critical questions going forward is
whether customers will keep shopping online at the
same scale or will they revert to in-person shopping.
As more retailers adopt technology innovation and
digital business models to keep pace with evolving
market and customer behaviour, let’s look at the key
elements that will shape the future of retail.

facilitate more purchases and provide immediate
gratiﬁcation to the customers. The virtual store
ecosystem also transcends the limited store space
and ﬁts catalogs digitally, if not physically.

Experience-driven retail stores
We live in an experience economy where retailers
must interact creatively with the customers and create
highly personalized in-store experiences. Brands must
annihilate legacy store models to pave the way for
highly experiential and idea-driven stores that serve
as a place for social entertainment.
Different store models like the store-in-store model,
setting up cafes, art galleries, etc., can help entice
customers by offering them an experience that goes
beyond a transactional one. New-age retail activations
must be supported by crucial sales intelligence,
including customer, products, and competitor data.

Omnichannel presence
In-store trafﬁc is going to lay low permanently owing
to stiff competition from e-commerce giants. Hence,
the next phase of retail experience would be to
set up integrated omnichannel store assistance
to engage customers across different channels.
Customers expect a seamless shopping experience
forcing businesses to develop a blended model that
embraces numerous customer touchpoints. It will
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Retail audits to improve in-store
efficiency
Creating a proﬁtable and sustainable retail ecosystem
requires continuous in-store hygiene checks and
course correction at every stage. Retail audits
verify the compliance of retail processes and build
customers’ conﬁdence in the brand. Brands must
implement retail compliance strategies to effectively

COVER STORY

Retailer

Third generation
Kerala provision
storekeeper turns
conscious retailer
with his “zero
waste” store
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BORN INTO A FAMILY OF PROVISION
AND WHOLESALE RETAILERS WHO HAVE
BEEN IN THE KIRANA BUSINESS FOR
NEARLY 90 YEARS, BITTU JOHN DECIDED
TO CONVERT ONE OF HIS FAMILYOWNED 40-YEAR-OLD GROCERY STORE
INTO HIS DREAM CONCEPT CALLED THE
7TO9 GREEN STORES.
By Roshna Chandran

INDUSTRY

MSME

MSMEs in
2022: Six
key trends
to watch
out for
MSMEs EMPLOY 11 CRORE INDIANS,
ACCOUNTING FOR 29% OF INDIA’S
GDP. IN 2022, REBUILDING MSMES’
FINANCIAL VELOCITY WILL BE CRUCIAL
TO GIVING THE GDP GROWTH RATE AN
ENORMOUS IMPETUS.
By Ronak Chirpal
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T

he Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs) are the backbone of the Indian economy.
According to Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
Development Act of 2006, MSMEs are of two types
— manufacturing and services.
Any business with an investment of Rs. 1 crore
and/or turnover up to Rs. 5 crore is classiﬁed as
micro enterprise, whereas a business with an
investment worth up to Rs. 10 crore and/or turnover up to Rs.
50 crore is classiﬁed as small enterprise. Medium enterprises
consist of an investment up to Rs. 50 crore and/or turnover up
to Rs. 250 crore.

Opportunity for MSMEs: Ease of Doing
Business
MSMEs can reach the broader customer base for trained
and transnational exchange with B2B e-commerce, opening
a wide gateway for B2B e-commerce players and MSMEs to
work in synergy to achieve mutual goals.
MSMEs employ 11 crore Indians, accounting for 29% of
India’s GDP. In 2022, rebuilding MSMEs’ ﬁnancial velocity
will be crucial to giving the GDP growth rate an enormous
impetus.
There are an enormous number of challenges lying ahead
of the MSME sector for hammer growth and cash upon

BRANDS

NEW-AGE INDIA

Meeting the
Elevated
Expectations
of Today’s
Young
Consumers
AS CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS
CONTINUE TO GROW MORE EXPANSIVE,
THANKS TO TECHNOLOGY, CHANGING
DEMOGRAPHICS, UNPRECEDENTED
ACCESS TO INFORMATION, BRANDS
AND RETAILERS NEED TO LOOK AT
THE ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS OF
THE YOUNG-GEN SHOPPERS AND
CONSUMERS WHO EXERCISE INCREASING
BUYING POWER AND WALLET SHARE
OVER THE MARKET LANDSCAPE TODAY.

W

By Progressive Grocer Bureau

hat comes to mind when
we think of food brands
that are popular with the
new-age consumers and
shoppers — Millennials,
Zoomers, and everyone
in between who conforms
to the “young adult”
proﬁle? This large demographic swathe is more
concerned about what they eat and the impact of
food on their health, wellness and well-being. This
bulge cohort of consumers care about how the
food they eat is grown, harvested, transported,
packaged, merchandised and marketed, to how
stores that sell the foods operate, and how food
producers and retailers act on the issues of
environment, sustainability, transparency and in
providing the information that help shoppers to
optimize their decision-making.
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INTERNATIONAL RETAILER

Ahold Delhaize

ACTING
LOCALLY,
THINKING
GLOBALLY
Ahold Delhaize leverages the
‘quiet competitive advantage’ that’s
a key ingredient in its success.
By Bridget Goldschmidt

A

t its comprehensive Investor
Day virtual event on Nov.
15, international retail conglomerate Ahold Delhaize had
plenty of lofty goals and solid
achievements to share. The
Zaandam, Netherlands-based
company, which has a presence
across Europe, in Indonesia,
and on the East Coast of United States, operating a total
of 19 local “brands,” or banners, noted that it planned
to add 10 billion euros in sales growth and reach fully
allocated e-commerce profitability by 2025, having raised
its cap ex spend and financial guidance accordingly.
At the event, Ahold Delhaize President and CEO Frans Muller
laid out the company’s chief objectives: “Between now and 2025,
we have four big priorities we are doubling down on for the next
four years: Serve our customers through deeper digital relationships, accelerate our omnichannel transformation and continue
to be the best local operator, lead the transformation into a
healthy and sustainable food system, and create a one-stop shop
for smarter customer journeys. These priorities tie straight to our
vision to create a leading local food-shopping experience.”
As far as what it’s already accomplished, in all of the countries where it operates, Ahold Delhaize brands are No. 1 or
No. 2 in their respective markets, while in the United States,
the company has reached the 65% mark in its supply chain
transformation to self-distribution, a move that will give it full
control of its supply chain and an optimized network at scale.
The transformation is slated to wrap up in April 2024, with
26 facilities in the integrated self-distribution network.
“We’ve been in the business of serving customers for more
than 150 years and have a long track record of always delivering
for our key stakeholders,” asserted Muller at the Investor Day
event. “This has been the case in both good times and in bad.”
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Of Ahold Delhaize's U.S.
brands, Food Lion leads in
performance.

HEALTH

NUTRACEUTICALS

Nutritional
supplements
can be your
best alternative
to a healthy
lifestyle
TO FULFILL THE LACK OF ALL THE VITAMINS,
MINERALS, AND OTHER NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS OF OUR BODY, NOWADAYS
WE HAVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUBSTITUTES
AVAILABLE IN THE MARKET CALLED ‘SUPPLEMENTS’.
By Nihaal Mariwala
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W

e are living in stressful and hectic
times where we aren’t just dealing
with various health concerns but
also the uncertainty of the future.
With too many things to take
care of, we are leaving the most
important thing behind - healthy
living. A healthy life can only be
achieved if we take care of our diet and exercise,
which are both necessary and the need of the hour.
When we talk about nutrition, the only thing that
comes to our mind is a balanced diet, which is tough
to maintain in the face of our busy schedules. We
might think it’s okay to not consume healthy food all
the time, but it can have adverse effects on our health.
We forget that a healthy lifestyle is also essential to
the supporting and feeding the mind and body. Any
carelessness in this regard can lead to the onset of
several diseases and debilities.
Thankfully, all such problems now have a solution
thanks to the many positive developments that help
us to cope with the changing scenario in the world
around us. For instance, individuals have started
realizing the importance of health and wellness. This
change has led them towards the search for ways to
keep up with the health requirements of their own.
To fulﬁll the lack of all the vitamins, minerals, and

BEVERAGE

TRENDS

The Growing Trend for
Non-Alcoholic Beverages
THE MAJOR REASONS FOR THE GROWTH OF NON-ALCOHOLIC MARKET IN INDIA
ARE THE RISING AWARENESS ABOUT WELLNESS AND A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE,
INCREASE IN DISPOSABLE INCOME, AND THE RISE IN THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
PREFERRING SOFT DRINKS AND JUICES WITH MEALS.
By Avneet Singh

H

aving a glass of cola in a party is not
attractive anymore. It has become
like an everyday thing which we, the
millennials, easily get tired of. This
has raised a concern in the soft drink
industry and now they need new
refreshing options to remain in power
among the Indian youth.
The market for non-alcoholic beverages is vast and
already ﬁrmly established. It is around Rs. 50,000
crore and will to grow further in the coming years. The
production of non-alcoholic drinks requires strong
expertise and artisanship. However, no-alcohol drinks
is an entirely different product for the existing brands
because retaining the taste of the drink without alcohol
makes the process a lot more challenging. With this
being said, there are certain reasons why non-alcoholic
beverages are gaining acceptance now-a-days and why
its demand is on the rise.

New Brands on the Rise
According to research and surveys, it is said that the
major reasons for the growth of non-alcoholic market
in India are the rising awareness about wellness and
a healthy lifestyle, increase in disposable income, and
the rise in the number of people preferring soft drinks
and juices with meals. We can see a lot of new brands
entering the market, where once, only international players
had a strong hold.
Many homegrown brands have evolved over the time
to capture the taste of millennials, who are indulging more
in guilt-free options. The drinks that are coming up are
rich in antioxidants, have low sugar content and zeroalcohol, which makes them healthy to consume and, thus,
many millennials want to try these options. Now, if we
talk about the marketing activities for these new drinks by
the leading brands, endorsements by leading ﬁlm actors
and actresses is a popular way to promote the drinks
as millennials follow the stars on social media and keep
having a look at their lifestyle and options. So, this is used
as a strategy to connect with the youth in a better manner.
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HEALTH FOOD

HONEY

Honey Trends & its
Importance in the
Modern Market
HONEY IS ALSO KNOWN FOR ITS
ANTI-BACTERIAL, ANTI-MICROBIAL &
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PROPERTIES,
WHICH AGAIN ESTABLISHES HONEY’S
SUPREMACY AS A PRODUCT FOR BOTH
FOOD & NON-FOOD APPLICATIONS
ACROSS THE WHOLE WORLD.

S

By Pankaj Mishra

taying “Healthy & Fit” has
been a trend for quite a long
time now and it has been
gathering stronger momentum
in light of the Covid-induced
developments of the past
two years. The prolonged
home conﬁnement has taught
everybody a lot about practicing a healthy lifestyle
and investing in our well-being. People have
become more willing and eager about leaning
towards healthy & sustainable habits in their
everyday consumption and dietary habits.
Consumers have also become quite alert and
aware about what they are putting their money
into. When it comes to our eating habits, Honey as
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a natural product, has been widely used for its therapeutic
effects. In recent years, the product has become quite the star
of this new trend of following a healthy lifestyle.
India is one of the leading honey markets in the world as
beekeeping has been one of the oldest activities in India.
Alongside the growing awareness about the many beneﬁts
of consuming honey, the demand for it has also been rising
signiﬁcantly.
Awareness and the urge to lead a healthy lifestyle have
made people switch to healthier and natural alternatives to
the artiﬁcial sweeteners which, eventually, has also led to the
increasing popularity of various honey ﬂavors. Additionally,
honey is also known for its anti-bacterial, anti-microbial &
anti-inﬂammatory properties, which again establishes honey’s
supremacy as a product for both food & non-food applications
across the whole world.
With people adapting and learning more about honey, there
are a few trends that the industry is witnessing in this category.
One is the increase in the demand for monoﬂoral honey.
Basically, honey extraction is done in two different ways by
honeybees — Monoﬂoral & Multiﬂoral.

PACKAGED FOOD

BISCUIT

Different Types
of Biscuits, their
Classiﬁcation
and Varieties
BISCUITS ARE CLASSIFIED DEPENDING ON THE
NATURE OF DOUGH, INGREDIENTS, AND SPECIALTY
AND ARE BROADLY CLASSIFIED AS BEING MADE
FROM HARD DOUGH OR SOFT DOUGH.
By Amrinder Singh

W

hen it comes to the most
preferred and popular snack
items across the globe,
biscuits and cookies top the
list. Whether it is the morning
coffee, regular evening tea or a
light meal, biscuits are the best
accompaniments.
Biscuits are broadly classiﬁed as being made
from hard dough or soft dough. The hard dough
group is usually savory, unsweetened, or semisweet, and includes all types of crackers and puffdough biscuits. The soft-dough group includes all
the sweet biscuits, whether they are plain biscuits,
shells, or ﬂow type such as gingernuts. Biscuits
are classiﬁed depending on the nature of dough,
ingredients, and specialty. There are fried and
confectionery biscuits as well.
People often confuse biscuits with cookies but
the latter evolved much later than biscuits as a
pure and delectable snack option which is thicker,
denser, and larger than biscuits. There is no
clear-cut evidence on the origin of biscuits though.
While some believe that they originated from
England, many others believe that biscuits were
ﬁrst produced in France and got popular around
the 17th century.
Here are some common varieties of biscuits:
Digestive Biscuits: These are unsweetened or
semi-sweet biscuits that have come up in the
recent past, providing healthy and wholesome
food choice to consumers. Digestives are rich in
ﬁber and help one in feeling full for longer periods
of time. These are made with wholesome ﬂours
and have more proteins and ﬁber than fats.
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